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Agenda

● The Commons

● The “Free software” movement

● “Open Source” becomes mainstream

● OSS at GDS: Two case studies from Government

































“The fuel, food and materials taken from 
commons helped to make a variety of useful 

products, and the raw materials to make more. It 
also gave commoners the means of exchange and 

so made them part of the network of exchange 
from which mutuality grew. For everyone the 

common meant more than income.”

J. M. Neeson, 
Commoners: Common Right, Enclosure and Social Change in England, 

1700–1820 (Cambridge Univ. Press, 1993)





Magna Carta
Chapter 39

No free man shall be 
arrested or imprisoned 
or disseised or outlawed 
or exiled or any way 
victimized, neither will 
we attack him or send 
anyone to attack him, 
except by the lawful 
judgment of his peers or 
by the law of the land. To 
no one will we sell, to no 
one will we refuse or 
delay right or justice.



Magna Carta
Chapter 47

All forests that have been 
made preserves in our 
time shall be 
immediately opened; 
and so be it done with 
river-banks. All evil 
customs connected with 
foresters, sheriffs, 
river-banks wardens and 
their officials shall 
immediately be utterly 
abolished so as never to 
be restored.



So what?

● Earlier example where common resources available to all

● Also had to be protected by law

● Show by analogy the kind of innovative ecosystems which 

can arise



“This spirit of building up 

gigantic, complicated 

programs, and then 

exchanging them with other 

people, fueled the spirit 

of free-wheeling 

cooperation that we had at 

the AI Lab. The idea was 

that you could give a copy 

of any program you had to 

someone who wanted a copy 

of it. We shared programs 

to whomever wanted to use 

them, they were human 

knowledge.”





Free Software

● Richard Stallman created GNU Project in 1984

○ GNU licence designed to work against dominance

○ Source code should be free to use, available to 

study, modifiable and redistributable

○ Computing should not be dominated by large firms



“Software sellers want to 

divide the users and 

conquer them, making each 

user agree not to share 

with others. I refuse to 

break solidarity with other 

users in this way. I cannot 

in good conscience sign a 

nondisclosure agreement or 

a software license 

agreement. ”

- Richard Stallman



Open Source

● 1997 Open Source Software (OSS) defined by group of 

leaders in Free Software community

○ Created a marketing campaign to win mindshare

○ “Open Source” allows greater liberties and mixing 

with proprietary software 

○ Addresses anti-business message of FSF



Clear Benefits of using open source

● Lower cost

● Avoid vendor lock-in

● Extensible / Adaptable

● Often more secure



“Linux is a cancer 
which attaches 
itself in an 
intellectual 
property sense to 
everything it 
touches”

- Steve Ballmer, 
Microsoft



What is open source software?

● Software

○ is data

○ I.e. very cheap to make copies

● Copyright holder waives rights so that anyone:

○ can study design

○ can modify design 

○ can distribute the software

● Compare with MS Windows



In 2016… Open Source everywhere



Ecuador

● Open source is mandatory 
● No proprietary software
● Stallman type licensing 



Case of UK: Government Digital Service

● Open source is not mandatory in UK
● Is widely used
● But lots of proprietary software 

But in 2012, UK Government started to publish 
some of the components and systems it built 
as open source...



https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cost_of_the_Olympic_Games



£6.95bn



https://www.gov.uk/design-principles



https://www.gov.uk/design-principles#tenth





https://github.com/alphagov/frontend



https://github.com/alphagov/frontend/commit/050626000d75d4abd27846906a05c614314c44a6



Coding in the open

● Reusability not first priority

● Not enough resources (budget!) to build and support 

community around that component

● Code is use case specific, and has not been shown to 

have general applicability

● Still published under MIT (permissive) License

● Published on the Internet (i.e Github)

https://gds.blog.gov.uk/2012/10/12/coding-in-the-open/



Coding in the open - Benefits

● Other groups can discover bits of software they would 

like to borrow or extract

● Provide examples for other teams. Examples of how 

other people have solved common problems. 

https://jystewart.net/2016/01/26/working-out-how-to-open-up-the-register-to-vote-cod
e/



Coding in the open - Benefits

● Immediately clear what work is being done

● Easier to consult with a wider community (i.e. 

vulnerability researchers) for input

● Clarity about intellectual property.

○ Licenses applied know exactly who has rights. 

○ Prevent vendor lock-in 

○ Flexibility to change suppliers later

https://jystewart.net/2016/01/26/working-out-how-to-open-up-the-register-to-vote-cod
e/



Not OK to be open

● Cloud and application secrets

● Information about how software is configured

○ What software does security enforcing function

○ Specific versions of software components in use

● Code that performs a security enforcing function

○ E.g. core of authentication system

https://gds.blog.gov.uk/2014/10/08/when-is-it-ok-not-to-open-all-source-code/





Benefits of openness



Open Source Tools - vCloud Tools

● VMware is widely used in UK Government, as well as in 

industry

● Good business case for building something reusable 

within GDS, in wider government and in Industry



Discoverability

● How do potential users find it?

○ Search problem - many libraries lots of names.

○ Need to build a brand around it

https://gds.blog.gov.uk/2014/10/08/when-is-it-ok-not-to-open-all-source-code/



What do people look for?

● Indicators of quality

○ Tests

○ Setup instructions

○ Stability

○ Versioning

○ Security

■ What if there’s a critical security bug?

https://gds.blog.gov.uk/2014/10/08/when-is-it-ok-not-to-open-all-source-code/



Accessibility

● Accessibility

○ Good documentation

○ Developers are users, API is a UI

● Help getting going

○ Quickstart guide

○ Examples

○ Sandbox

● Installation

○ Packaged on MVN, Pip, RubyGems etc.

https://gds.blog.gov.uk/2014/10/08/when-is-it-ok-not-to-open-all-source-code/



Security

● There needs to be a contact for reporting security 

vulnerabilities

● Someone needs to be available to fix the bug and roll out 

the change to package stores

● Otherwise it's abandonware



http://gds-operations.github.io/vcloud-tools/



Reuse amongst UK agencies



Conclusions

● Because source code is open, an ecosystem of collaboration with 

other organisations can develop

● Because of the license the code will remain open forever under 

law, suppliers will need to adapt

● Coding in the open is cheap to implement and gives clear benefits

● Building reusable OSS requires investment but impact can be 

magnified in longer run



“The open source code helped to make a variety 
of useful services, and provided the platform to 

make more. It also gave organisations the means 
of exchange and so made them part of a network 

of exchange from which mutuality grew. For 
everyone the commons meant more than 

income.”

Adapted from J. M. Neeson, 
Commoners: Common Right, Enclosure and Social Change in England, 

1700–1820 (Cambridge Univ. Press, 1993)


